
Oryx Insurance Brokerage, Inc. is a Managing 
General Agent (MGA) located in Binghamton, NY. 
Founded in 1996, our focus has been on construc-
tion clients within the Northeast. Our exclusive 
relationship with a highly rated insurance carrier 
allows us to develop, market and underwrite 
admitted insurance products specifically designed 
for the construction industry. 

Overview of Services:
◆ Facility for both program business and  

broker select wholesale relationships
◆ Workers’ Compensation program tailored  

exclusively for artisan contractors 
◆ Monoline and package capabilities specific  

to the construction market 
◆ Licensed internal claims division overseeing 

both program and wholesale partnerships 
◆ Internal risk management department  

offering your clients comprehensive loss  
control services for a wide range of 
construction settings 

◆ Emphasis on underwriting and establishing  
long-term broker relationships

Our Appetite for Risk
◆ Artisan contractors 
◆ Ready-mix operations 
◆ Manufacturing
◆ Wholesale & Retail trades
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When it comes to construction  
insurance, we stand alone.

Why Oryx is Different 
◆ Extensive construction knowledge with  

quick turn-around time on every request
◆ Every claims adjuster certified with Construc-

tion Risk Insurance Specialist (CRIS) and Cer-
tified Worker’s Compensation Professional 
(CWCP) designations 

◆ Experienced loss control staff providing  
assistance in developing safety procedures 

◆ Education Center offers specific training 
classes in various locations to all Oryx clients  
at no charge. 

We utilize the boxing imagery throughout our 
marketing material because we are known as 
never backing down from a fight. We have seen 
many carriers try to underwrite construction 
related business only to be KO’d early in the fight. 
We have experienced the highs and lows of the 
marketplace and know what it takes to go the 
distance. In the end, you can count on Oryx  
as being your consistent and reliable source  
for construction insurance.


